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Abstract
Several authors have observed that the tools and techniques developed within the
field of nonmonotonic logic provide a fruitful framework for the theoretical study of
deontic discourse and reasoning. The prominent sources of inspiration for the resulting work in deontic logic are the classical nonmonotonic analyses of reasoning with
defeasible generalizations. But while the study of reasoning with defaults may help
us understand the nature of prima facie obligations, it arguably does not generalize
to address other major sources of nonmonotonicity in deontic discourse and reasoning: the violability of obligations and the sensitivity of obligations to epistemic
uncertainty. I demonstrate that the tools and techniques developed within the field
of dynamic semantics provide a more comprehensive foundation for deontic logic,
the underlying observation being that the semantics of deontic ought is sensitive to
the presence or absence of epistemic possibilities in discourse and reasoning. The
nonmonotonicity of deontic thought and talk, so the key message of this paper, can
be illuminated in terms of the familiar nonmonotonicity of epistemic thought and
talk that finds a natural articulation in dynamic semantics.

1

The Plot

Several authors—most notably Horty (1994, 1997, 2003, 2007, 2012) but also Asher and
Bonevac (1996, 1997), Belzer (1986), Bonevac (1998), McCarty (1994), Nute (1997),
and Ryu and Lee (1997)—have observed that the tools and techniques developed within
the field of nonmonotonic logic provide a fruitful framework for the theoretical study of
deontic discourse and reasoning.1 The classical motivation for this approach is the idea
that certain obligations are only prima facie obligations and may thus be overridden by
other considerations (see Ross 1930). Here is a familiar case. Jones has promised to meet
Mary for lunch and so ought to meet her for lunch. But it may very well be that Jones
finds himself in a situation in which he would need to miss lunch to save a drowning
child, and then he is permitted, arguably even ought, to miss lunch and instead save the
drowning child. Such situations, while perfectly ordinary, pose trouble for the standard
monotonic approach to deontic reasoning.2
∗ Published in Deontic Modality, edited by Nate Charlow and Matthew Chrisman, 324-354. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2016.
1 Some classical frameworks in the nonmonotonic tradition: model-preference theories (beginning with
McCarthy’s (1980) theory of circumscription); fixed-point theories (see, e.g., McDermott and Doyle 1980
and Reiter 1980); logics for argument-based defeasible reasoning (see Nute 1988, Pollock 1987, and
Touretzky 1986 for seminal discussions).
2 Classical deontic logic goes back to the foundational work in von Wright 1951, 1956. See Åqvist 2002
and McNamara 2006 for overviews.
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To see what the issue is, assume that the logical consequence relation is monotonic in
the following sense:
Monotonicity:

If φ1 , . . . , φn ( ψ, then φ1 , . . . , φn , φn`1 ( ψ

The initial observation is that (1)–(4) are consistent:
(1)

If Jones has promised to meet Mary for lunch, he ought to meet Mary for lunch.

(2)

If a drowning child needs Jones’s help, then he ought to help the drowning child.

(3)

Jones has promised to meet Mary for lunch.

(4)

A drowning child needs Jones’s help.

Here (1) and (2) are instances of the general principles that one ought to keep one’s
promises and that one ought to help children in need, respectively. Clearly, (1)–(4) entail
(5) and (6):
(5)

Jones ought to meet Mary for lunch.

(6)

Jones ought to help the drowning child.

This is as it should be, yet monotonicity requires that if (1)–(4) entail (5) and (6), so
does the set of premises consisting of (1)–(4) and (7):
(7)

Jones would need to miss lunch with Mary to save the drowning child.

And that leaves no room for the intuition that (7) relieves Jones from the obligation
to meet Mary for lunch in the sense that breaking his promise is perfectly permissible
(perhaps even required) if this is what it takes to save the drowning child. One may, of
course, say that we should have never subscribed to (1) in the first place since, after all, (7)
might come out true. But then it would be just as mistaken to rely on (2) in concluding
that Jones ought to save the drowning child—this obligation may be overridden in certain
cases as well—and in general it would be hard to see how prima facie obligations could
play any interesting role in deontic reasoning.
Those sympathetic to Harman’s (1986) strict distinction between logic and reasoned
change in view may insist that the issue under consideration has nothing to do with
principles of semantic entailment and is better left to principles about how to revise one’s
beliefs in discourse and reasoning. Here I will mostly focus on what form a semantic
explanation of the nonmonotonicity of deontic discourse and reasoning could take, leaving
a discussion of whether it should receive such an explanation to the concluding section.
But that the overridability of prima facie obligations is of some importance for semantic
theorizing should be uncontroversial since it underwrites the consistency of (1) and (8),
which (by everyone’s agreement) any satisfying semantics for ifs and oughts must explain:
(8)

If Jones has promised to meet Mary for lunch but needs to break his promise to
save a drowning child, he may/ought to miss lunch with Mary.

Accounting for this fact, it turns out, motivates a departure from the classical analysis
of modals and conditionals—one that relies on a proper model of how defeasible norms
interact with what is taken for granted in discourse and reasoning to determine what
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is deontically ideal. Once this is done it is only a small step from the observation that
conditionals fail to be monotonic in the antecedent (resist antecedent strengthening) to a
nonmonotonic semantic consequence relation.3
Previous attempts to account for the nonmonotonicity of deontic discourse and reasoning draw their principle inspiration from the striking parallel between prima facie
obligations and defeasible generalizations: the former may be overridden while the latter
may be defeated.4 For instance, the assumption that Tweety is a bird together with the
general principle that birds fly licenses the inference that Tweety flies, but this inference
is only tentative and to be retracted in case we also assume that, say, Tweety is a penguin.
The parallel, of course, is that penguins are an exception to the general rule that birds fly
just as situations in which one would need to break a promise to save a drowning child
are an exception to the general rule that one ought to keep one’s promises. Reasoning
with obligations, so the hypothesis then goes, is nonmonotonic precisely because certain
obligations are alike to defeasible generalizations in that they allow for exceptions, and
this is good news since we may now rely on the well-established nonmonotonic analyses of
how to reason with rules that allow for exceptions to get the facts about deontic reasoning straight. But the parallel between obligations that may be overridden and defeasible
generalizations highlights only one particular source of the nonmonotonic nature of deontic reasoning: the phenomenon, or so I shall argue here, is much more general and thus
the lessons from default logic, important as they are, provide a too narrow conceptual
foundation for exploring the phenomenon of nonmonotonicity in deontic reasoning.
One way to see the point starts with the obvious fact that obligations may not only
allow for exceptions but also be outright violated. What is more, our misdeeds are alike
to exceptions in that they also have the potential to transform certain duties into actions
that are wrong. Here is a case that is inspired by Chisholm’s (1963) classical discussion
of contrary-to-duty obligations: obligations telling us what to do in case we neglect our
duties so that we make the best of the bad situations to which our misdeeds have led.
Consider the classical inference rule of deontic detachment (Greenspan 1975):
Deontic Detachment:

pIf φqpOught ψq, Ought φ ( Ought ψ

Deontic detachment licenses the inference of (11) from (9) and (10):
(9)

Jones ought to go to the aid of his neighbors.

(10)

If Jones goes to the aid of his neighbors, then he ought to tell them he is coming.

(11)

Jones ought to tell his neighbors that he is coming.

But suppose that:
(12)

Jones does not go to the aid of his neighbors.

Then it may very well be that Jones ought not tell his neighbors that he is coming: leaving
them hanging is already bad enough, but creating false expectations in addition to that
3 Charlow (2013a) argues that deontic conditionals such as “If you want to go to Harlem, you ought to
take the A-train” exhibit a resistance to antecedent strengthening that is grounded in the goal sensitivity
of their consequents and cannot be captured by the classical analysis of modals and conditionals. I set
such conditionals aside but everything I am about to say here is sympathetic to Charlow’s discussion.
4 An exception is the proposal by van der Torre and Tan (1998), which resembles mine because of its
dynamic spirit but differs substantially in motivation, execution, and scope.
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would make things even worse.5 Once again it looks as if strengthening a set of premises
with an extra bit of information blocks an inference that the original set licenses.
Earlier I said that there is a striking parallel between prima facie obligations and
defeasible generalizations: the former may be overridden while the latter may be defeated.
What we have seen just now is that there is also a striking parallel between exceptional
circumstances and violations of obligations: both may transform a duty such as keeping
a promise or telling one’s neighbors that one is coming into a wrong action. The obvious
thing to say then is that reasoning with violable obligations is just as susceptible to
monotonicity failures as is reasoning with obligations that allow for exceptions. But while
the lessons from default reasoning may very well help us understand why reasoning with
prima facie obligations exhibits monotonicity failures, they do not explain why reasoning
with violable obligations should exhibit the same phenomenon: it is, after all, a truism
that violations of obligations are not exceptional circumstances in which the obligation
is no longer binding (Prakken and Sergot 1996, 1997). In particular, a situation in which
Jones does not go to the aid of his neighbors is not an exceptional circumstance that
relieves him from the duty articulated by (9)—his obligation to go—and it cannot be an
exception to the conditional obligation articulated by (10) either since the latter does not
even pertain to situations in which Jones does not go. Reasoning with violable obligations
has a nonmonotonic flavor alright, but insights from the logic of reasoning with exceptions
do not immediately illuminate why this should be so.
Reasoning with obligations under epistemic uncertainty arguably has a nonmonotonic
flavor as well, though the case is slightly more involved. Consider the miners paradox
from Kolodny and MacFarlane (2010). Ten miners are trapped either in shaft A or in
shaft B, but we do not know which one. Water threatens to flood the shafts. We only
have enough sandbags to block one shaft but not both. If one shaft is blocked, all of the
water will go into the other shaft, killing every miner inside. If we block neither shaft,
both will be partially flooded, killing one miner.
Action
Block A
Block B
Block neither shaft

if miners in A
All saved
All drowned
One drowned

if miners in B
All drowned
All saved
One drowned

In this scenario, (13) seems to be the right thing to say since all we know is that (14) is
true. However, we are also willing to accept (15) and (16):
(13)

We ought to block neither shaft.

(14)

Either the miners are in shaft A or they are in shaft B.

(15)

If the miners are in shaft A, we ought to block shaft A.

(16)

If the miners are in shaft B, we ought to block shaft B.

5 The intended interpretation of deontic ought here is the deliberative one in the sense of Thomason
1981: the one that figures prominently in advice and takes the facts as given. The claim that deontic
ought thus interpreted is subject to monotonicity failures—the advice we give to Jones is not preserved
under information strengthening—is compatible with the intuition that it also has interpretations less
sensitive to what is taken for granted.
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(13)–(16) seem consistent. But let Γ be the set of premises consisting of (13)–(16) and
observe that (13) intuitively entails both (17) and (18):
(17)

It is not the case that we ought to block shaft A.

(18)

It is not the case that we ought to block shaft B.

(17) and (18) just negate the consequents of the conditionals in (15) and (16), respectively,
and so given monotonicity and modus ponens, Γ Y tinAu ( K and hence Γ ( inA by
reductio. For parallel reasons, Γ ( inB. Hence Γ is inconsistent after all since it entails
the negation of (14).
The paradoxical argument just given appeals to a monotonic conception of logical
consequence—specifically, it assumes that if Γ entails (13), then so do Γ Y tinAu and
Γ Y tinBu—and so one might hope for a nonmonotonic escape route. But reasoning
with obligations under epistemic uncertainty is not another instance of reasoning with
obligations that allow for exceptions. For suppose that the miners’ being in shaft A is
just a case in which the obligation to block neither shaft is no longer in force: then so
would be a case in which the miners are in shaft B, and since the miners are in one of the
two shafts we know that we are facing an exceptional situation and thus the obligation
to block neither shaft should not hold in the first place.
One reaction to the issues I have just outlined is to say that nonmonotonicity in
deontic reasoning is indeed limited to cases in which prima facie obligations are in play:
Chisholm’s scenario and the miners paradox highlight other problems with the classical
conception of deontic logic.6 But another reaction—the one I will pursue here—is to
say that nonmonotonicity in deontic reasoning is a pervasive phenomenon that does not
reduce to reasoning with rules allowing for exceptions.7 This reaction is appealing for
reasons other than theoretical simplicity. The key conceptual driver behind nonmonotonic
logic is the idea that the validity of an inference is not only sensitive to the presence of
information—as in classical logic—but also to the absence of information, and it does
not take much to apply this idea to the cases just discussed. Prima facie obligations
are binding unless there are exceptional circumstances, violable obligations may entail
other duties unless they are violated, and obligations under epistemic uncertainty may
no longer hold in case the underlying uncertainty is resolved by additional information.
In brief, while the cases discussed are at some level of description quite disparate, there
is more than a merely initial appeal to the idea that they also have something important
in common that a nonmonotonic analysis of deontic logic is ideally suited to capture.
What is needed, then, is a comprehensive perspective on deontic discourse and reasoning that captures the variety of ways in which deontic inference is sensitive to the absence
6 Rejecting deontic detachment blocks Chisholm’s paradox but the prominent proposals by Lewis
(1973) and Kratzer (1991, 2012) preserve the validity of this rule (though they deny modus ponens for
deontic conditionals, which is sometimes labeled “factual detachment”). Appealing to tense is another
option but does not help with “timeless” Chisholm scenarios (see Carmo and Jones 2002 and McNamara
2006 and references therein). Rejecting modus ponens is Kolodny and MacFarlane’s preferred solution
to their miners paradox, but Willer (2012) argues that this is an overreaction and also says a bit about
Bledin’s (2014) and Yalcin’s (2012) suggestion to respond to the paradox by rejecting reductio (see also §5
for additional remarks). Silk (2013) critically discusses Dowell’s (2012) and von Fintel’s (2012) suggestion
that the deontic modal ought receives different interpretations in (13) and (14)/(15), respectively.
7 See also the discussion by van der Torre and Tan (1997), who argue that the violability of obligations
should be understood as just such a kind of defeasibility, though they focus on a quite narrow conception
of defeasibility as failure of antecedent strengthening for deontic conditionals.
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of information. Such a perspective, I maintain, arises in a dynamic semantic analysis of ifs
and oughts that, while being non-classical, incorporates ideas from the familiar linguistics
literature by analyzing deontic modals and conditionals using possible worlds and in light
of a context determining what is deontically ideal.8 The resulting framework is flexible
enough to allow for the interpretation of deontic ought in light of contextually provided
norms that may be overridable, violable, or information-sensitive. While the potential
overridability, violability, and information-sensitivity of norms are distinct features that
are captured by different aspects of the formal apparatus, the semantic framework also
highlights a common denominator between them: they all induce deontic commitments
that carry in their wake distinct epistemic commitments and since the latter are defeasible, so are the former. More precisely, in the framework I propose the previously observed
sensitivity of deontic inference to the absence of information uniformly manifests in entailment relations between deontic ought and epistemic might. Once we have explained why
epistemic might allows for monotonicity failures—a fact that finds a natural explanation
in dynamic semantics—we also know why deontic ought does so as well.
My strategy is straightforward. The next §2 briefly outlines a basic dynamic semantics
for epistemic modals and conditionals, highlights its nonmonotonic outlook on logical consequence, and briefly explains how this outlook may serve as a comprehensive foundation
for a nonmonotonic perspective on deontic discourse and reasoning. §3 offers a simple
dynamic semantics for deontic ought that makes sense of reasoning with prima facie obligations and with obligations under epistemic uncertainty by highlighting its sensitivity to
epistemic possibilities. §4 extends the simple proposal to avoid a few shortcomings when
it comes to the analysis of contrary-to-duty obligations.9 §5 concludes the discussion
by briefly comparing the story told here with alternative views that treat nonmonotonic
effects as a topic for belief revision theory rather than semantics.

2

Basics

A basic dynamic story about conditionals and epistemic modals has been told before (see
Veltman 1996 and Gillies 2004 for seminal discussion), and so I will just briefly highlight
its key ideas and explain why they matter for current purposes. Semantic values are
stated in terms of context change potentials (CCPs): functions that take an information
state as input and return another state—the result of updating the input state with the
sentence under consideration—as output.10 Thinking of semantic values in such a way
8 See Lewis 1974 for an overview of early studies of deontic logic within possible world frameworks
(including his own proposal in Lewis 1973). In the linguistics literature, the work by Kratzer (see Kratzer
2012 and references therein) is seminal.
9 Nothing I am about to say here by itself enforces the validity of deontic detachment (which, recall,
figures prominently in Chisholm’s paradox about contrary-to-duty obligations) but the upcoming story
can be modified so that it does. Motivating the required twists and turns in detail and explaining why they
do the trick goes beyond the scope of this paper—in brief, what is needed are some plausible restrictions
on the notion of a deontic context (§3.2) and some minimal modifications of the notion of retraction
(§4)—and so I will focus here on the (no less important) task of telling a story about Chisholm’s case
that is compatible with the assumption that deontic detachment is valid and explains the data from a
nonmonotonic perspective. See Willer 2014 for a detailed discussion of deontic detachment that lives
happily with everything said in this paper but remains silent on many of the issues that matter here.
10 Classical dynamic frameworks include Discourse Representation Theory (see Kamp et al. 2011 for an
up-to-date discussion), Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991), File Change Semantics
(Heim 1982), and Update Semantics (Veltman 1985, 1996).
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owes some inspiration to the classical story about assertion from Stalnaker (1978), who
observes that context-content interaction is not a one-way road: context affects what
proposition an assertion expresses, but an assertion in turn affects the context by adding
the proposition expressed to the common ground. In Stalnaker’s picture the latter effect
is a pragmatic afterthought to classical truth-conditional semantics, but here the facts
about context-content interaction are integral to how we model semantic values.
Thinking of semantic values dynamically as CCPs motivates an equally dynamic conception of logical consequence as guaranteed preservation of rational commitment. On
this view, an argument is valid just in case its conclusion is accepted by any carrier of
information σ under the supposition of its premises:
φ1 , . . . , φn ( ψ just in case for all σ: σrφ1 s . . . rφn s ( ψ
Here σrφs is the result of strengthening σ with the information carried by φ, and to say
that σ ( φ is to say that σ is rationally committed to φ. The question whether logical
consequence is nonmonotonic now hinges on the question whether additional premises in
discourse and reasoning are guaranteed to preserve existing rational commitments and,
what is more, considerations about epistemic might strongly suggest that information
agglomeration fails to be commitment preserving in such a way: the belief that, say,
Mary might be in Chicago needs to go once one learns that Mary is not in Chicago (see
Levi 1988, Fuhrmann 1989, and Rott 1989 for seminal discussion). More generally:
σ ( Might φ ÝÑ
 σr φs ( Might φ
A state may be committed to xMight φy but fail to be thus committed if strengthened
with x φy. And that already leads to monotonicity failures given the following minimal
assumptions:
Acceptance:
Epistemic Success:

For all σ: σ ( φ just in case σrφs “ σ
For all σ: σrMight φs ( Might φ

The first principle says that φ is accepted in σ just in case σ already carries the information
carried by φ. The second principle requires that the result of updating some carrier of
information with an epistemic modal claim accepts that claim. It follows immediately
that Might φ ( Might φ for all φ, and we also know that for some σ and φ, σ (
Might φ yet σr φs * Might φ and thus σrMight φsr φs * Might φ. Accordingly,
Might φ ( Might φ yet Might φ, φ * Might φ and thus the proposed notion of
logical consequence is nonmonotonic.
To make all of this more precise, define the initial target of our semantic analysis
as a simple propositional language extended with the conditional connective if (ñ) and
epistemic might (3e ):
Definition 1 (Basic Language) L is the smallest set that contains a set of atomic
sentences A “ tp, q, r, . . .u and is closed under negation ( ), conjunction (^), epistemic
might (3e ), and the conditional connective if (ñ). Inclusive and exclusive disjunction
(_, _),
9 the material conditional (Ą), the biconditional (”), and epistemic must (2e ) are
defined in the usual way. L0 is defined as the propositional fragment of L.
Semantic values take a state as input and return one as output. Such carriers are sets of
indices consisting of a possible world coupled with a frame (more on frames momentarily):
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Definition 2 (Information States) σ is an information state iff σ Ď I, where I is
the set of all indices. wi is the possible world parameter of some index i, where w is a
possible world iff w: A ÞÑ t0, 1u and W is the set of all possible worlds. Σ is the set of all
information states. σ0 is the initial information state and identical with I.
Information states are sets of indices, and to avoid the need for redefinitions at a later
stage we will not simply identify an index with a plain possible world, though this would
be good enough if we were only interested in the semantics for L.
Recursively define the update rules for elements of L as follows:
Definition 3 (Basic Update Rules) Associate with each φ P L a context change rule
rφs: Σ ÞÑ Σ as follows:
(1) σrps “ ti P σ: wi ppq “ 1u
(2) σr φs “ σzσrφs
(3) σrφ ^ ψs “ σrφsrψs
(4) σrφ ñ ψs “ ti P σ: σrφsrψs “ σrφsu
(5) σr3e φs “ ti P σ: σrφs ‰ Hu
According to (1), updating σ with an atomic sentence eliminates all indices with a worldparameter at which that sentence is false. Updating σ with x φy comes down to subtracting from σ the result of updating σ with φ (cf. (2)). The clause in (3) requires that
updating with a conjunction amounts to an update with the first conjunct followed by an
update with the second conjunct. The clause in (4) takes Ramsey’s (1931) test procedure
for conditionals as a guide to the semantics of if. Ramsey suggested that a conditional is
to be accepted just in case its consequent is (hypothetically) accepted under the supposition of its antecedent, and here we say that a conditional tests whether the input state
σ has a certain informational structure: once we have updated σ with the antecedent,
updating with the consequent idles, which is just to test whether the consequent is accepted under the supposition of the antecedent. If this is so, the test is passed and the
conditional is accepted; otherwise, the conditional is rejected. Finally, the meaning of
epistemic might is given in terms of acceptance conditions as well: it tests whether its
prejacent is compatible with the input state.
With each element of L0 we may associate a proposition in the familiar way:
Definition 4 (Propositions) The function v¨w: L0 ÞÑ W assigns to each φ P L0 a
proposition understood as a set of possible worlds:
(1) vpw “ tw P W : wppq “ 1u
(2) v φw “ W zvφw
(3) vφ ^ ψw “ vφw X vψw
Propositions will not play their classical role as carriers of meaning but be useful at a
later stage.
The following definition just restates the dynamic conception of logical consequence
that was mentioned earlier but also says what it takes for a commitment to be defeasible.
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Definition 5 (Acceptance, Defeasibility, Entailment)
φ1 , . . . φn , ψ P L:

Consider any σ Ď Σ and

1. σ accepts φ, σ ( φ, iff σrφs “ σ
2. σ defeasibly accepts φ iff σ ( φ and for some σ 1 Ď σ: σ 1 * φ
3. ψ defeats a commitment to φ in σ iff σ ( φ but σrψs * φ
4. φ1 , . . . φn entails ψ, φ1 , . . . φn ( ψ, iff for all σ P Σ: σrφ1 s . . . rφn s ( ψ
A state σ accepts φ just in case updating σ with φ idles. This commitment is defeasible
just in case there is some strengthening of σ that no longer accepts φ, and ψ is a defeater
just in case updating σ with ψ results in such a state. An argument is valid just in case
any information state that is updated with its premises is committed to its conclusion.
It will be helpful to highlight three facts about the outlined framework, the first one
being that modus ponens is valid:
Fact 1 φ ñ ψ, φ ( ψ
Take any σ and consider σrφ ñ ψsrφs: if σrφ ñ ψs “ H, the conclusion is accepted for
trivial reasons. Otherwise, σrφ ñ ψs “ σ and σrφs ( ψ, which just proves the point.
Second, observe that the dynamic logical consequence relation is nonmonotonic:
Fact 2 For all contingent φ P L0 : 3e φ ( 3e φ and 3e φ, φ * 3e φ.
The reason is familiar: might-commitments are not guaranteed to be preserved as new
information is acquired, and in particular a commitment to 3e p fails to be preserved by
the information that p is not the case.
The third observation of relevance is that the defeasibility of epistemic might may
enforce the defeasibility of other rational commitments:
Fact 3 Consider any σ P Σ such that σ ( φ and suppose that φ ( ψ: if χ defeats a
commitment to ψ in σ, then χ defeats a commitment to φ in σ.
This is just to say that whenever a commitment to φ brings in its wake a commitment
to ψ, then the commitment to φ is defeasible in case the commitment to ψ is. And
that is important since there is every reason to think that commitments to deontic ought
frequently bring in their wake a commitment to epistemic might: the defeasibility of
deontic commitments can be illuminated in terms of the by now established dynamic
defeasibility to certain epistemic commitments. Let us go through the details.

3

Simple Oughts

This section presents a simple dynamic framework that makes sense of reasoning with
prima facie obligations but is also flexible enough to make sense of some other nonmonotonic effects in deontic reasoning. Doing so requires that we offer a dynamic analysis of
the deontic modal ought (2d ) as well as of a defeasible conditional connective (ą) that
will be used in stating prima facie obligations. The extended target language is defined
as follows:
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Definition 6 (Extended Language) Define a language L1 so that L0 Ď L1 and
whenever φ, ψ P L0 , then 2d φ P L1 and also φ ą ψ P L1 . L` is the smallest set that contains all elements of L1 and is closed under negation ( ), conjunction (^), epistemic might
(3e ), and the conditional connective if (ñ). Other connectives are again defined as usual.
Earlier I stated the semantics of epistemic modals and conditionals in terms of acceptance
conditions, and it makes good sense to do the same when it comes to deontic ought. The
proposal is that deontic ought is accepted just in case its prejacent is accepted in the
state got by focussing on those indices that accord best with the rules articulating what
is deontically ideal, where those rules are determined by context and may very well be
defeasible. The idea will be slightly refined at a later stage, but it is good enough to
illustrate why the setup pursued here has some real promise.
Definition 7 (Deontic Ought (Basic Version))
the following entry:

Extend the update rules for L with

(6) σr2d φs “ ti P σ: σd ( φu
Here σd is the set of indices compatible with σ that are deontically ideal in light of some
deontic context d, and σ ( φ holds whenever σ expects φ to be true: φ is true in every
possible world that is compatible with σ and accords best with the defeasible generalizations accepted by that state. I will first say more about defeasible generalizations (§3.1)
and then explain what a deontic context does (§3.2).

3.1

Defeasible Rules

Defeasible generalizations articulate what to expect in case certain conditions are satisfied,
and since we do not care too much about sentential structure we can make this more
precise by saying that such conditionals select a set of default worlds from the possibilities
depicted by the antecedent. Taking some inspiration from Veltman (1996) the semantic
analysis is provided using frames:
Definition 8 (Frames) A frame π maps each scenario s Ď W to a subset of s. vφw is
a default in πpsq iff πpsq Ď vφw. w is a normal world in πpsq, w P N πpsq, iff w P s and
for all s1 Ď s: if w P s1 , then w P πps1 q. π is coherent iff for every nonempty s Ď W , there
is a normal world in πpsq. Π is the set of all such coherent π’s.
Frames allow us to say, for instance, that it normally rains but there is an exception: if
there is an easterly wind, it normally does not rain. If this is all we want to say, we
have πpW q “ vrainw, πpveastwq “ veastwzvrainw, and πpsq “ s for all other scenarios.
Consider the following distribution of truth-values across possible worlds:
w1
w2
w3
w4

rain
T
T
F
F
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east
T
F
T
F

Then πpW q “ tw1 , w2 u and πpveastwq “ tw3 u. Since w1 violates the expectations that
come with an easterly wind—w1 P veastw yet w1 R πpveastwq—it does not count as
a normal world. In contrast, w2 does not violate any of our expectations—notice that
w2 R veastw and so even though it rains at w2 , no expectation is violated—and so
N πpW q “ tw2 u: normally, it rains and there is no easterly wind. But assuming that
there is an easterly wind, we expect no rain since N πpveastwq “ tw3 u.
We may now make the notion of an index precise and determine the update rule for
the defeasible conditional connective:
Definition 9 (Indices) i is an index iff i P W ˆ Π, that is, an index is a pair consisting
of a possible world w and a coherent frame π. πi is the frame parameter of i.
Definition 10 (Defeasible Conditional Connectives)
rules for L and deontic ought with the following entry:

Extend the previous update

(7) σrφ ą ψs “ ti P σ: πi pvφwq Ď vψwu
An information state keeps track of the hard information modeled by a set of possible
worlds but also of what is to be expected, which is represented by a set of coherent frames.
A formula of the form xφ ą ψy eliminates from an information carrier all those indices
whose frame parameter fails to treat vψw as a vφw-default.
Veltman (1996) offers a model for how to reason with defeasible generalizations in
dynamic semantics, but for our purposes there is no need to repeat his story here. I am
first and foremost interested in the role of prima facie obligations for deontic discourse and
reasoning, and for this I need to say precisely what is expected by a carrier of information.
As a preparation, observe that we can associate with each such carrier a unique scenario
and frame as follows:
Definition 11 (Depicted Scenarios and Frames)

Consider arbitrary σ P Σ:

1. The scenario depicted by σ is defined as sσ “ twi : i P σu.
2. The frame depicted by σ is defined so that vφw is a default in πσ psq iff for all i P σ:
vφw is a default in πi psq.
The scenario depicted by σ is simply the set of possible worlds compatible with the hard
information carried by σ. And σ treats vψw as a vφw-default just in case σ accepts the
defeasible generalization articulated by xφ ą ψy.
Suppose then that one accepts a set of default rules. The simple intuition is that
a default rule should play a role in forming expectations just in case the rule is triggered —one’s information entails the premise of the default rule—and at the same time
undefeated —one’s information does not depict an exceptional scenario in which the rule
is no longer binding. The only wrinkle we have to add to the story is that default rules
may sometimes lead to conflicting expectations, and so we must define what it takes for a
set of default rules to be unconflicted in expectation forming.11 The key notions involved
11 My story about how to form expectations on the basis of accepted defaults owes inspiration to
Veltman’s (1996) and Horty’s (2012) accounts. But the difference beween the upcoming proposal and
theirs are substantial, not least because it offers a possible world analysis of the defeasible conditional
connective (thus differing from Horty’s) and ties the applicability of a default rule to a triggering condition
(thus differing from Veltman’s).
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in this characterization of how expectations are formed on the basis of accepted default
rules can be made more precise as follows:
Definition 12 (Triggers, Defeats, Conflicts) Consider arbitrary π P Π, σ P Σ, and
say that a world w complies with a vφw-default vψw iff w R vφ ^ ψw:
1. A vφw-default vψw is triggered in σ iff σ ( φ.
2. A vφw-default vψw is undefeated in σ iff for every s such that sσ Ď s: there is some
w P N πpsq that complies with the vφw-default vψw.
3. A set of defaults is unconflicted in σ iff for every s such that sσ Ď s: there is some
w P N πpsq that complies with each of its members.
To say that a world complies with a default rule is just to say that it does not violate
the expectation articulated by that rule. For a default rule to be triggered in σ, its
condition must be entailed by the scenario depicted by σ. But the rule is defeated in σ if
another, more specific rule is triggered that conflicts with it, and a set of default rules is
conflicted in σ just in case no normal world in the scenario depicted complies with each
of its members. Note here that whenever a single default rule is defeated in σ, no set of
rules containing it can be unconflicted in σ.
To give a very simple example of the notion of defeat, go back to the case in which we
believe that it normally rains but if there is an easterly wind, the weather is normally dry:
vRainw is W -default but v Rainw is an vEastw-default. Then intuitively a scenario in
which the wind comes from the east is an exception to the rule that it normally rains, and
this is just what the framework predicts. For suppose σ accepts that the wind comes from
the east: then sσ Ď vEastw and of course every normal vEastw-world is one at which the
weather is dry. So no normal vEastw-world complies with the W -default vRainw, which
is just to say that the default rule is defeated in σ.
To illustrate the possibility of conflicting expectations, and to go through an example
that will be of relevance in the upcoming discussion, start with the initial information
carrier σ0 and consider the state σ “ σ0 rPromise ą MeetsrNeed ą HelpsrPromise ^
Needs, with the atomic sentences being translated as follows:
promise:
meet:
need:
help:

Jones has promised to meet Mary for lunch.
Jones will meet Mary for lunch.
The drowning child needs Jones’s help.
Jones will help the drowning child.

Then clearly σ accepts that Jones will, all things being equal, meet Mary for lunch if he
promised to do so and that he will, all things being equal, help a child if it is in need of his
help. Not surprisingly, both default rules are triggered and undefeated in the scenario we
consider—that Jones has promised to meet Mary for lunch and that there is a drowning
child in need of Jones’s help. The worlds compliant with both rules are just those at
which Jones keeps his promise and saves the drowning child.
Things become more interesting if we assume that Jones cannot do both, which I will
do here by considering τ “ σrmeet _
9 helps.12 Both default rules remain triggered and
undefeated—the scenario depicted by τ is not an exception to any of those rules—but they
12 This

is simplifying a bit: it is desirable to distinguish the claim that John makes a choice between
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conflict with each other: no world in the scenario under consideration complies with both
expectations. For at any such world, Jones does not meet Mary for lunch even though
he promised to do so—thus violating the expectation that he will keep his promise—or
fails to help the child even though it is drowning—thus violating the expectation that he
helps the child in need. It makes sense to expect that Jones will at least keep his promise
or save the drowning child (rather than doing neither) but there is, without additional
assumptions about Jones’s character anyway, no reason to favor one default rule over the
other in thinking about what he is going to do in the scenario under consideration.
Now suppose we want to say that in Jones’s case, the default rules are not of equal
strength: Jones will not let the child in need drown just to keep his promise to meet
Mary for lunch. One way to go is to appeal to a priority relation between default rules
(see Horty 2012 for recent discussion) but here I exploit the already existing feature
that more specific rules trump less specific ones in case of a conflict. For consider χ “
τ rpppromise ^ needq ^ pmeet _
9 helpqq ą helps, that is, the result of strengthening τ
with the additional default rule that Jones will help the child in need if faced with the
unhappy choice between doing so and keeping his promise. This update would have no
interesting effect if it were epistemically possible for Jones to both keep his appointment
and help the drowning child, but it makes a big difference in the case under consideration.
The crucial observation about χ is that it differs from τ in treating a scenario in which
Jones must choose as an exception to the rule that, all things being equal, he will meet
Mary for lunch if he has promised to do so. To see this, simply observe that a world now
counts as normal in πχ ppvpromise ^ needq ^ pmeet _
9 helpqwq only if John helps the
drowning child—and thus breaks his promise to meet Mary for lunch— at that world. No
such world can thus comply with the vpromisew-default vmeetw, which just means that
the default rule is defeated in the scenario under consideration. Since the other default
rules remain triggered and undefeated, we expect that Jones will help the drowning child.
Much more could be said about how we form expectations in everyday discourse and
reasoning, but the emerging picture is good enough for our purposes. What matters here
is that the role of a default rule in expectation forming is sensitive to the presence or
absence of global features of an information state that is not preserved under the process
of strengthening. Accordingly, expectations may be defeated as new information comes
into view, and the following definition makes it easier to see why this is so.
Definition 13 (Expectations) Consider any σ Ď Σ depicting a frame π:
1. i P σo0 iff i P σ and wi complies with a maximal set of π-defaults such that (i) the
set is unconflicted in σ and (ii) each member is triggered in σ.
2. i P σon`1 iff i P σon and wi complies with a maximal set of π-defaults such that (i)
the set is unconflicted in σon and (ii) each member is triggered in σon .
Ş
3. The set of optimal indices in σ is defined as σo “ ně0 σon .
4. σ expects φ, σ ( φ, iff σo ( φ.
To say that φ is expected in σ is to say that φ is accepted by the state got by focussing
on the optimal indices in σ. The optimal indices are defined in a step-wise fashion: first,
9 help” literally says—from the stronger
keeping his promise and saving the child—which is what “meet _
one that Jones must make this choice. Here and throughout it will no do harm to avoid additional
complications and simply assume that Jones makes the choice only if he cannot do both.
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determine σo0 , that is, the indices whose world-parameter complies with any maximal
unconflicted set of triggered default rules in σ. Then determine σo1 , that is, the indices
in σo0 that come with a world-parameter complying with any maximal unconflicted
set of
Ş
triggered default rules in σo0 , and so on. The set of optimal indices—defined as ně0 σon —
is just the state of information that the deliberating agent will arrive at after carrying
out the reasoning process indefinitely.
Whenever the applicability of a default rule is defeasible, so are expectations formed
on the basis of that rule. And the special case that interests us is the one we considered
earlier: given certain expectation patterns, the vpromisew-default vmeetw is defeated in
some carrier of information σ such that σ ( need unless for some i P σ, wi P vmeet ^
helpw. Specifically:
Fact 4 Take any σ so that πσ “ πχ : if σ ( meet, then σ ( 3e p need_pmeet^helpqq
Expectations that derive from defeasible generalizations, in short, may be sensitive to the
presence or absence of certain epistemic possibilities, and this is just how things should
be. This is the moral we need to make sense of the nonmonotonicity of thought and talk
about prima facie obligations. The purpose of the next section is to explain why.

3.2

Deontic Ought

Earlier I said that deontic ought is accepted just in case its prejacent is optimal in light
of some deontic context. It is a familiar idea from the linguistics literature that a deontic
context determines what is deontically ideal by fixing an ordering source. Here I will
adopt this idea but not think of ordering sources classically as sets of propositions but
dynamically as sets of context change potentials.
Definition 14 (Deontic Contexts) A deontic context d determines for each σ P Σ a
deontically ideal state σd by providing an ordering source o Ď ΣΣ , that is, a set of CCPs.
od is the ordering source provided by d. Given some σ P Σ, σ∆ “ ti P σ0 : Di1 P σ. wi “ wi1 u
and i ăσd i1 iff i, i1 P σ∆ and (i) for all rφs P od : if i1 P σrφs, then i P σrφs and (ii) for some
rφs P od : i P σrφs and i1 R σrφs. i is minimal in σ given d iff Di1 : i1 ăσd i. σd is then just
the set of indices that are minimal in σ given d.13
Whenever the ordering source exclusively consists of elements of L0 , we may just as well
have propositions fix what is deontically ideal. The current framework is more flexible,
however, and in particular we will put the possibility of stating ordering sources using
epistemic modals and defeasible conditionals to good use. Let me explain.
Start with Jones, who has promised to meet Mary for lunch but also stumbles upon
a drowning child. Suppose that the deontic context fixes the following ordering source:
9 helpqq ą helpsu
od “ trpromise ą meets, rneed ą helps, rpppromise ^ needq ^ pmeet _

Here the first member of od articulates the rule that Jones’s promise to meet Mary for
lunch creates the prima facie obligation to meet her for lunch, while the second says that
13 A disclaimer with a familiar ring: analyzing deontic ought as a quantifier over a set of possible worlds
that are minimal in σ given d is technically convenient but requires that there is always such a set. The
classical analogue is the Limit Assumption (Lewis 1973).
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a child’s need for help creates the prima facie obligation to help that child. The third rule
effectively resolves a potential conflict between the first and second prima facie obligation
in favor of helping the child in need.
Take any σ P Σ and let π “ πσd : then πpvpromisewq “ vpromise^meetw, πpvneedwq “
vneed ^ helpw, πpvppromise ^ needq ^ pmeet _
9 helpqwq “ vppromise ^ needq ^
p meet ^ helpqw, and πpsq “ s for all other scenarios. The good news is that we already
know what it takes for it to be the case that σd ( meet from the earlier discussion in
§3.1: of course, it is required that σ ( promise, but for the vpromisew-default vmeetw to
apply in σd , it must also be the case that σ * need ^ pmeet ^ helpq—otherwise, the
vpromisew-default vmeetw is defeated. And that is just to say that a commitment to (1)
needs to go in light of the additional information that (i) there is a drowning child in need
of Jones’s help and (ii) Jones cannot help that child and keep his lunch appointment. It
follows immediately that (1) and (3) entail (5) but no longer do so if strengthened by the
information carried by (7). Here is a summary of the predictions:
Fact 5 Consider d as fixed for Jones’s scenario:
1. promise ñ 2d meet, promise ( 2d meet

2. promise ñ 2d meet ( 3e p need _ pmeet ^ helpqq

3. promise ñ 2d meet, promise, need ^ pmeet _
9 helpq * promise ñ 2d meet
4. promise ñ 2d meet, promise, need ^ pmeet _
9 helpq * 2d meet

The first observation follows from the general validity of modus ponens while the second
is a direct consequence of the applicability conditions for defeasible generalizations together with the semantics for ifs and oughts. It follows from the defeasibility of epistemic
might and its connection with deontic ought that the information carried by (7) defeats
a commitment to (5), and this yields the final observation together with the semantics of
the Ramsey conditional. It is easy to verify that Jones’s obligation to help the drowning
child, while induced by a norm that is in principle defeasible, is not affected by (7).14
I am about to conclude that the framework developed so far offers a straightforward
treatment of prima facie obligations: such obligations may be overridden, and this is not
surprising since they stem from deontic rules that are articulated using the defeasible
conditional connective. But one may wonder whether the story told here really captures
Ross’s (1930) idea that prima facie obligations, even if overridden, continue to count
in favor of some action rather than lose their status as a reason for action altogether.
The answer, I think, depends on what it means to accept the antecedent of a defeasible
norm (that is, to be in a state that triggers the default norm). We are free to suggest
that doing so provides a reason for action, albeit one that may be outweighed by other
14 One might complain that the proposal made here hardly tells us everything we want to know about
Jones’s case since it simply hardwires our intuitions about what he is normally required to do and about
what counts as an exceptional case into an ordering source. However, it is arguably not the task of a
framework for deontic reasoning to explain our normative intuitions but rather to correctly predict which
inferences, given those intuitions, are valid and invalid, and here I add the additional twist that these
predictions derive from plausible assumptions about the semantics of modals, conditionals, and defeasible
generalizations. Integrating techniques from frameworks such as Horty’s (2012) allows us to derive the
ordering source for Jones’s scenario from its first two rules and the assumption that the requirement to
save a child in need takes priority over the requirement to keep a lunch appointment, but clearly one
would then still have to rely normative intuitions that are not derived from more basic ethical principles.
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reasons. Since the state of accepting the antecedent of a defeasible norm is guaranteed
to be preserved even if new information is acquired, it follows that the overridability of
prima facie obligations is compatible with their persistence as moral reasons for action.
But this is not the only available interpretation: perhaps it is better to say that moral
valence is entirely a matter of what norms are triggered and undefeated in the scenario
under consideration, thus allowing for the possibility that a feature counting in favor some
action given one scenario may not be a reason at all given another, or perhaps even count
against choosing that action. If so, accepting the antecedent of a defeasible norm by itself
does not give one a moral reason for acting in one way or another. Both views have some
intuitive appeal, and both can be accommodated by the story told here.15
All of that preserves the advocated connection between prima facie obligations and
defeasible generalizations, and it translates the classical idea that deontic reasoning is sensitive to the absence of information into the claim that deontic commitments are sensitive
to epistemic commitments: since the latter may be defeated by additional information—
in particular, commitments involving epistemic might are not necessarily preserved by
information agglomeration—it is not surprising that deontic commitments are no less
susceptible to preservation failure. The even better news is that the attested sensitivity
of deontic ought to epistemic might highlights other potential nonmonotonic effects in
deontic discourse and reasoning that would remain hidden if we merely focussed on the
parallel between prima facie obligations and defeasible generalizations. Let me explain.
Taking a nonmonotonic perspective on discourse and reasoning, I have said, promises
an attractive response to the problem surrounding the miners paradox. But whatever the
underlying mechanism is, it cannot be that we are dealing with a prima facie obligation
to block neither shaft that is overridden whenever the miners are in shaft A (shaft B ).
To see this, suppose we think of the deontic context in the miners scenario as follows:
od “ trpinA _ inBq ą

pblA _ blBqs, rinA ą blAs, rinB ą blBsu

Any frame that treats v pblA _ blBqw as an vinA _ inBw-default while treating vblAw
as an vinAw-default and vblBw as an vinBw-default is incoherent. For let s “ vinA _ inBw
and consider any w P s : then w P N πpsq only if w P v pblA _ blBqw. But clearly either
w P vinAw and in that case w R πpvinAwq or w P vinBw and in that case w R πpvinBwq,
which is just to say that N πpsq “ H.
The last observation does not show that there is something wrong with our story
about defeasible generalizations and prima facie obligations, but just that a nonmonotonic
escape route from the miners paradox cannot rely on what this particular story has to say.
The good news is that the dynamic framework developed so far does not tie nonmonotonic
effects in deontic discourse and reasoning to the defeasibility of certain generalizations but
rather to the defeasibility of epistemic might. The following deontic context does justice
15 The first interpretation is in line with Horty’s (2012) conception of reasons as triggered defaults,
though he develops his framework further so that it leaves room for valence switching. The second
interpretation is in line with a contextualist perspective on reasons, which has been developed in detail
by, for instance, Lance and Little in a series of papers, starting with Lance and Little 2004 (which they
originally labeled “particularist”). What all these views have in common is that they appeal to general,
albeit defeasible, principles in the derivation of obligations, thus being at odds with moral particularism.
See Dancy 2004 for a recent articulation of the case for particularism that also criticizes the appeal
to defeasible principles as guides to reasoning about obligations. Alas, discussing the merits of these
criticisms goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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to our intuitions about the miners scenario while allowing for nonmonotonic effects to
play a role in reasoning about that scenario:
od “ trblA ” 2e inAs, rblB ” 2e inBs, r pblA _ blBq ” p3e inA ^ 3e inBqsu

Let σ be the information we have about the miners’ whereabouts. Then σ ( 3e inA ^
3e inB and accordingly σ ( 2e inA and σ ( 2e inB. It follows that the minimal
indices in σ are those at which we block neither shaft. But consider σ 1 “ σrinAs: then
σ 1 ( 2e inA and accordingly, the minimal indices in σ 1 are those at which we block shaft
A. For parallel reasons, σrinBs ( 2d blB. Here is a summary of the output:
Fact 6 Consider d as fixed for the miners paradox and let σ be the information we have
about the miners’ whereabouts:
1. σ ( 2d pblA _ blBq
2. σ ( inA ñ 2d blA
3. σ ( inB ñ 2d blB
4. σ ( inA _ inB

The framework thus accounts for our intuitions about the miners scenario and resolves
its air of paradox. For while σ ( 2d pblA _ blBq, we also know that σrinAs *
2d pblA _ blBq and so even though σrinAs ( 2d blA, nonetheless σrinAs * K and
so σ * inA. For similar reasons, σ * inB. What makes all this possible is that
adding the information that the miners are in shaft A (in shaft B ) defeats one’s rational
commitment to the claim that we ought to block neither shaft, and the fact underlying
this observation is the following:
Fact 7 Consider d as fixed for the miners paradox: then for all σ P Σ such that
σ ( 3e blA ^ 3e blB it holds that if σ ( 2d pblA _ blBq, then σ ( 3e inA ^ 3e inB
A commitment to the claim that we ought to block neither shaft (even though we might
block either of them) is dependent on one’s ignorance about the miners’ whereabouts.
Once this ignorance is removed the deontic commitment has to go as well.16
We may now highlight what Jones’s case has in common with the miners scenario and
where they differ. Both scenarios require that an action that is deontically optimal with
respect to some state σ fails to be deontically optimal with respected to a contracted
state even though that action is still choosable. The possibility of meeting Mary for
lunch, albeit deontically optimal in case Jones might do so and help the child in need,
16 Carr (2012) and Cariani (forthcoming) argue that the semantics of deontic modality is sensitive to
probabilistic considerations, and it would be possible to expand the story developed here so that ordering
sources can be stated using probability operators. This would not change the fact that the framework
developed here is “quietist” in Charlow’s (forthcoming) sense since it does not explicitly encode decisiontheoretic considerations in the semantics: rather, such considerations play an implicit role in selecting
the relevant ordering source for the case under consideration. Charlow argues that so much quietism is
not a good thing, but for our purposes there is no need to resolve this issue here: whether or not decision
theoretic considerations are to be explicitly represented in the semantics, the point remains that our
intuitions about what ought to be done in the miners scenario are sensitive to the presence or absence of
certain epistemic possibilities in a way that the framework developed here is well-equipped to capture.
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fails to be deontically optimal once we assume that he needs to choose between keeping
his appointment and helping the child—even though he still might do the former instead
of the latter. Likewise, the possibility of blocking neither shaft, albeit deontically optimal
in case we do not know where the miners are, fails to be deontically optimal once we
assume that the miners are in shaft A—even though we still might block neither shaft.
So in both cases deontic ought exhibits a sensitivity to epistemic might, but for different
reasons. In Jones’s scenario, the underlying fact is that information strengthening may
override certain obligations since certain rules may be defeated as additional information
becomes available. This is not so in the miners scenario since, for instance, the rule to
block none of the shafts just in case the miners might be in either of them is not defeasible
in the first place. Instead, what is going on here is that contraction may result in the
rule requiring an action—blocking at least one of the shafts—that it forbids in light of a
weaker carrier of information (and similarly for the other rules in the ordering source).
In other words, the rules that are at play in the miners scenario are absolute in the sense
that they apply within any scenario, but they may require different actions since they are
stated using epistemic modals.
Horty (2014) considers various obstacles toward integrating the full insights from
default logic in a Kratzerian possible worlds analysis of deontic modals. I have not
demonstrated that all these obstacles can be overcome—for instance, I have said nothing
about higher-order default norms in deontic reasoning—but the progress made here should
create some confidence that such a project is anything but futile. Let me briefly highlight
one particular issue that Horty discusses in some detail. Suppose that there is a general
prohibition against eating with your fingers (J ą F ) with one exception: if you are
served cold asparagus, eating with your fingers is required (A ą F ).17 Horty’s preferred
framework for conditional oughts predicts that in light of these norms, “You ought not
eat with your fingers” and “If you are served cold asparagus, you ought to eat with your
fingers” are accepted in an out-of-the-blue context. It also predicts that the norms under
consideration do not license what he labels the “asparagus inference” to the conclusion
that you ought not be served cold asparagus. And this is a good result since rules with
exceptions should not render their exceptions as deontically sub-ideal by design.
Horty also correctly observes that Kratzer-style possible worlds analyses of deontic
conditionals license the unfortunate asparagus inference. The inference pattern, however,
is grounded in a “stability” feature of deontic contexts that is characteristic of classical
frameworks but not of the one presented here: that if an index i is optimal in σd and
included in some τ Ď σ, then i is guaranteed to be optimal in τd as well.18 It is a wellworn story that so much stability is problematic when it comes to the miners paradox
(see Cariani et al. 2013, Charlow 2013b, and Kolodny and MacFarlane 2010)—the crucial
observations here are, first, that the feature is no less problematic when it comes to prima
facie obligations, and, second, that it is avoided by the story about defaults told here. For
consider od “ trJ ą F s, rA ą F su and let σ be the initial information state: then clearly
σd , F yet σd . A even though σrAsd , F , and so σ ( 2d F and σ ( A ñ 2d F

17 Following standard protocol, unconditional default rules are understood as defaults for the trivial
scenario W ; J is just any tautology.
18 To see the connection, suppose that σ * 2
d φ and thus that for some optimal i in σd , wi P vφw.
Clearly i P σrφs and thus, assuming that d is stable, optimal in σrφsd . And if σ ( 2d ψ as well, then
wi P v ψw and hence σ * φ ñ 2d ψ. Accordingly, if σ ( 2d ψ and σ ( φ ñ 2d ψ, then σ ( 2d φ
under the assumption that d is stable
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yet σ * 2d A, as desired.19 It follows that a possible worlds analysis of conditionals
and deontic modals—if developed with a dynamic spin—is not committed to licensing
the unattractive asparagus inference.
A dynamic analysis of deontic ought offers an attractive foundation for a nonmonotonic
perspective on discourse and reasoning. It readily handles cases in which prima facie
obligations are overridden—cases that naturally call for a nonmonotonic analysis—but
also offers a nonmonotonic perspective on thought and talk about ought under epistemic
uncertainty, and all of this while keeping track of what these cases have in common and of
where they differ. I take this result to be motivation enough to look at how the dynamic
framework can be refined so that it captures the connection between nonmonotonicity,
epistemic possibility, and the violability of obligations.

4

Loose Ends

The framework developed so far has something useful to say about contrary-to-duty
obligations, though the story does not turn out to be entirely satisfying. To see the
positive aspect of the story, fix the ordering source for Chisholm’s scenario as follows:
od “ trgos, rgo Ą tells, r go Ą

tellsu

Since we are only concerned here with absolute rules, considerations about frames are
irrelevant for current purposes and so may simply consider the following distribution of
truth-values across possible worlds:
w1
w2
w3
w4

go
T
T
F
F

tell
T
F
T
F

If sσ “ tw1 , w2 , w3 , w4 u, then for any i P σd , wi “ w1 and accordingly σ ( 2d tell.
But consider τ “ σr gos: then sτ “ tw3 , w4 u and so for any i P τd , wi “ w4 . Hence
σr gos * 2d tell and in fact, σr gos ( 2d tell, which just captures our intuition
that Jones ought not tell his neighbors that he is coming under the assumption that he
does not go. The general observations are the following:
Fact 8 Consider d as fixed for Chisholm’s scenario:
1. 2d go, go ñ 2d tell ( 2d tell

2. 2d go, go ñ 2d tell, go * 2d tell

19 The underlying fact here is that only the W -default v F w but not the vAw-default vF w is triggered
in σd . Accordingly, optimality in σd merely requires compliance with the W -default v F w and so an
index may be optimal even if its world-parameter is an A-world. When it comes to the miners paradox,
suppose again that σ is the information we have about the miners paradox: then all the indices in σd are
optimal since no default norms are involved and for some i P σd , wi P vp blA ^ blBq ^ inAw. Such an
index is an element of σrinAs but not included in σrinAsd , which shows that the deontic context for the
miners scenario is just as unstable as the one for the asparagus case.
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Once again we can predict that thought and talk about deontic ought is nonmonotonic: in
the present case, an additional bit of information that licenses the derivation of a contraryto-duty obligation—Jones’s obligation not to tell his neighbors that he is coming—defeats
one’s commitment to a conflicting obligation—Jones’s obligation to tell his neighbors that
he is coming. The validity of deontic detachment and thus of the move from (9) and (10)
to (11) is compatible with the intuition that (9) and (10) no longer license the inference
of (11) under the additional assumption that Jones does not go.
All of this is good news, but there remains the question why reasoning with violable
obligations is susceptible to monotonicity failures, and it is not clear that the story told
here gives quite the right answer. For notice that the current framework predicts that
2d φ ( 3e φ for all φ P L, and so the reason for why go defeats 2d tell is that go
defeats 2d go. But of course we want to say that Jones ought to go regardless of whether
or not he goes, and so the treatment of the case under consideration is not fully satisfying.
Let me outline how the basic framework may be expanded so that we can do better (see
Willer 2014 for additional discussion).
I rely on Frank’s (1997) proposal that deontic ought requires that the input context
be “non-trivial” in the sense that its prejacent as well as its negation must be open
possibilities. This requirement was satisfied in all the cases we considered earlier but it
naturally becomes an issue when we look at cases in which obligations are violated. Frank
suggests that nontriviality violations result in the retraction of information to arrive at
an appropriate state. How to retract information from a state is a very complex issue,
and here I choose a very simple approach and assume that context associates with each
σ P Σ a system of spheres Spσq that is ordered by Ď and centered on σ. The intuitive role
of Spσq is to capture which commitments stand and fall together, and it is then possible
to define a downdating operation on carriers of information as follows:
Definition 15 (Downdating) Consider arbitrary σ P Σ and φ P L. Spσq ˝ φ “ tσ 1 P
Spσq: σ 1 * φu. The result of downdating σ with φ, σ Ó φ, is the minimal element of
Spσq ˝ φ in case Spσq ˝ φ ‰ H, and σ otherwise.
Downdating σ with φ removes any commitment to φ by weakening σ to its minimal
revision that is no longer committed to φ. Notice that downdating idles whenever the
input state already fails to be committed to φ.
The modified proposal then is that deontic ought is a universal quantifier over the set
of possible worlds that are deontically optimal in light of a carrier of information that
leaves room for the prejacent as well as its negation to be a possibility. Precisely:
Definition 16 (Deontic Ought with Retraction) Extend the update rules for L
with the following entry:
(6) σr2d φs “ ti P σ: pσ Ó φ Ó

φqd ( φu

Downdating thus guarantees that we consider an appropriate carrier of information even
if nontriviality is violated by the input state (as long as the prejacent is contingent).
It is easy to see that the refined proposal avoids the unfortunate result that any update
with x φy defeats a commitment to x2d φy. For consider again the distribution of truthvalues across possible worlds from the beginning of this section, let sσ “ tw1 , w2 , w3 , w4 u
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and consider σr gos: then downdating with the prejacent of 2d tell or 2d tell idles
and so σr gos ( 2d tell. But downdating with the prejacent of 2d go or 2d go
re-introduces some indices at which Jones does go to the help of his neighbors since
σr gos ( go. In particular, observe that on the most natural conception of the
fallback relation, σr gos Ó go “ σ, the intuitive idea being that if Jones were to go, he
might and might not tell his neighbors he is coming. But if that is right, then for any
i P pσ Ó go Ó goqd , wi “ w1 . Given minimal assumptions about the fallback relation
that figures in downdating, we can thus predict that, assuming that Jones does not go,
he ought not tell his neighbors that he is coming, but he (still) ought to go.
The revised story is not entirely complete since it is currently incompatible with the
validity of deontic detachment: as before σr gos ( 2d tell, but now we also have
σr gos ( 2d go and σr gos ( go ñ 2d tell. So if this were the final word, there
would be no nonmonotonic story to be told here in the first place; however, it is a
familiar assumption that conditionals in the indicative mood (such as the one that figures
in Chisholm’s case) presuppose that their antecedent is compatible with the input context:
Definition 17 (Presupposition) For all σ P Σ: σrφ ñ ψs is defined iff σrφs ‰ H.
Here presupposition is modeled as a definedness condition on updating.20 In these lights,
the notion of logical consequence should be refined as follows (see Starr 2014 and also
Beaver 2001 and von Fintel 1999):
Definition 18 (Logical Consequence with Presupposition)
all σ P Σ: if σrφ1 s . . . rφn srψs is defined, then σrφ1 s . . . rφn s ( ψ.

φ1 , . . . φn ( ψ iff for

Logical consequence remains understood as preservation of rational commitment, but we
now set aside those input states for which updating with the premises and then with the
conclusion is undefined. This is all we need for the final proposal.
Observe that while the commitment to the claim that Jones ought to go is not sensitive
to the epistemic possibility that Jones in fact goes, the conditional obligation is:
Fact 9 Consider d as fixed for Chisholm’s scenario: then for all σ P Σ it holds that if
σ ( go ñ 2d tell, then σ ( 3e go.
The hypothesis then is that the phenomenon of nonmonotonicity in Chisholm’s scenario
can once again be explained in terms of the sensitivity of deontic commitments to the
existence of epistemic possibilities: the conditional obligation licensing the inference to
the conclusion that Jones ought to tell his neighbors that he is coming presupposes that
Jones might in fact go to the help of his neighbors.
Earlier I said that just as reasoning with prima facie obligations is sensitive to the
absence of information, so is reasoning with violable obligations. The informal proposal,
remember, was that such obligations may entail other obligations unless they are violated,
and I can now make this more precise. Say that an inference presupposes φ just in case
any state for which updating with its premises and its conclusion is defined is committed
20 See Heim 1982 and, among others, von Fintel 1998, Gillies 2009, 2010, and Starr 2014 for the
presuppositional analysis of conditionals. The basic idea goes back to Stalnaker (1975).
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to φ: then an inference licensed by deontic detachment—the rule allowing the step from
(9) and (10) to (11)—presupposes that the satisfaction of the unconditional obligation is
compatible with the input state. It follows that even if deontic detachment is valid, the
inferences it licenses may be defeated through information agglomeration.
On the view I have proposed here, then, an obligation vφw is violated but binding in σ
just in case σ ( φ^2d φ. Such cases differ sharply from those in which an obligation vφw
is defeated in σ, which are such that σ ( 2d φ yet for some σ 1 so that σ Ď σ 1 , σ 1 ( 2d φ.
And intuitively, whenever vφw is a prima facie obligation conditional on vψw but defeated
in σ, this is because σ depicts an exceptional circumstance just in case σ ( ψ ^ 2d φ.
So in our Chisholm-style scenario, Jones violates his obligation to go but his obligation to tell his neighbors is defeated and thus no longer binding. And once again we
have identified a nonmonotonic effect in deontic discourse and reasoning that cannot be
explained by appealing to the fact that certain obligations allow for exceptions. To see
this, suppose an alternative deontic context d1 providing the following ordering source
consisting of defeasible rules:
od1 “ trJ ą gos, rgo ą tells, r go ą

tellsu

Then clearly any σd1 treats vgow as a W -default, vtellw as a vgow-default, and v tellw
as a v gow-default. The simple observation then is that σr gos ( 2d go, which is just
to say that σr gos does not depict an exceptional circumstance in which the default
obligation to go fails to be binding—this just captures the intuition that we should not
collapse violations and exceptions. And while the prima facie obligation vtellw conditional on vgow is defeated in σr gos, this is not so because σr gos depicts an exceptional
circumstance either since σr gos * go—this just captures the intuition that a prima
facie obligation conditional on vgow fails to pertain to situations in which Jones does not
go, and so a scenario in which Jones does not go hardly qualifies as an exceptional circumstance. That certain obligations allow for exceptions does not explain why reasoning
with violable obligations has a nonmonotonic flavor.
The fact that the framework developed here has no trouble accounting for the connection between defeasibility and violability demonstrates once again that it captures a
rich variety of nonmonotonic effects in discourse and reasoning without reducing them to
exceptional circumstances. While providing a promising account of violable obligations
requires adding some non-trivial complications to the basic dynamic account told in §3,
its success at fulfilling a range of key desiderata for a nonmonotonic story about reasoning
with violable obligations suggests that the story is on the right track.

5

Conclusion

Deontic discourse and reasoning, so a familiar story goes, is nonmonotonic, but the variety of ways in which it is sensitive to the absence of information has traditionally been
underappreciated. The traditional focus on prima facie obligations overlooks that information agglomeration may trigger nonmonotonic effects without creating contexts in
which a prima facie obligation no longer applies, and I have highlighted two reasons for
why this is so: the fact that obligations may be violated and the one that obligations
may be sensitive to epistemic uncertainty. The analysis developed here differs from what
has happened before in the literature in that it offers a comprehensive perspective on the
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nonmonotonic nature of deontic discourse and reasoning, and it does so by translating the
sensitivity of deontic inferences to the absence of information into the sensitivity of deontic
ought to epistemic might. Since information agglomeration may defeat commitments to
epistemic might, it may also defeat commitments to deontic ought: the nonmonotonicity
of deontic thought and talk can be illuminated in terms of the familiar nonmonotonicity
of epistemic thought and talk that finds a natural articulation in dynamic semantics.
I have remained silent on another popular motivation for nonmonotonic approaches
to deontic logic: the possibility of genuine moral dilemmas. This is deliberate, for even
if deontic logic must leave room for such dilemmas there is some reason to think that
their existence is compatible with a monotonic outlook (see, e.g., van Fraassen (1973),
Cariani (2013), and von Fintel (2012)). But let me briefly come back to the question
of whether attempting to arrive at a suitably nonmonotonic logical consequence relation
puts an explanatory burden on semantic theorizing that is better reserved for some other
component of a complete story about meaning, communication, and reasoning.
The question connects with the issue whether dynamic semantics has any advantages
over a truth-conditional alternative coupled with an adequate pragmatic story about
conversational dynamics (see Rothschild and Yalcin (forthcoming) for discussion). To get
the issue into better view, suppose we recursively define truth-conditions for our target
language relative to an index i and information state σ that delivers the following result
for all φ of our target language: if i P σ, then vφwi,σ is true just in case i P σrφs. We may
then define two distinct notions of logical consequence:
1. Neoclassical Consequence: φ1 , . . . , φn ( ψ iff for all i and σ such that i P σ:
if vφ1 wi,σ is true and . . . and vφn wi,σ is true, then vψwi,σ is true.
2. Informational Consequence: φ1 , . . . , φn ( ψ iff 2e ψ is a neoclassical consequence of 2e φ1 , . . . , 2e φn .

These semantic entailment relations have been extensively discussed in the context of
the miners paradox: neoclassical consequence avoids the problem by denying modus ponens (see Kolodny and MacFarlane 2010) while informational consequence does so by
allowing for reductio failures (see Bledin 2014 and Yalcin 2012). But what about Rossand Chisholm-style scenarios, which stand at odds with the fact that neoclassical and
informational consequence are monotonic by design? The most promising strategy is to
appeal to the already familiar story about conversational dynamics from Stalnaker (1978):
additional information in discourse and reasoning affects, as a matter of pragmatics, the
informational parameter in light of which subsequent utterances are evaluated. More
precisely, say that σ ` φ “ σ X vφwσ . Then we may define a pragmatic inference relation
(inspired by Stalnaker 1975) that treats the inference of ψ from φ1 , . . . φn as reasonable
(rather than valid) just in case for all i and σ: if i P σ `φ1 `. . . φn , then i P vψwσ`φ1 `...φn .
Given the striking similarity between reasonable inference and dynamic logical consequence, it should not be surprising that the former is just as nonmonotonic as the latter
is: epistemic and deontic commitments are, as we have seen, defeasible and hence a sentence may be true in light of some carrier of information but fail to be true with respect
to some stronger state. We may thus leave it to pragmatics to explain why additional
information in discourse and reasoning can defeat existing deontic commitments, and of
course this shift of explanatory burden would live happily with the suggestion that belief
revision theorists, rather than those concerned with semantic entailment, should worry
about nonmonotonicity. Why let semantics do all the work?
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Let me make two points in response. First, many key aspects of the previous discussion remain unaffected by the decision of how to divide the labor between semantics
and pragmatics (or between logic and belief revision theory). Specifically, the point remains that the nonmonotonicity of deontic discourse and reasoning stands in need of an
explanation that goes beyond the one provided by theories that take their inspiration
from default logic, and that such an explanation can be provided by a possible worlds
semantics for conditionals and deontic modals that takes dynamic effects in discourse and
reasoning seriously. Furthermore, I contend that any such explanation needs a model of
how norms are sensitive to the flow of information along the lines I have provided in this
paper. These aspects of my story, as well as the key ideas behind their formal elaboration,
remain in place regardless of the semantics-pragmatics distinction.
Playing a bit more offense, the choice of a monotonic consequence relation has repercussions that go beyond the need to put substantial explanatory burden onto a pragmatic
story about information dynamics. Most strikingly, any monotonic conception of logical consequence will inevitably be at odds with the semantic fact that conditionals are
nonmonotonic in the antecedent (resist antecedent strengthening), and in particular we
have cases in which Γ ( ψ yet Γ * φ ñ ψ for some φ, ψ P L` and Γ Ď L` .21 But
of course on a monotonic conception of logical consequence, Γ, φ ( ψ whenever Γ ( ψ,
which is just to say that any such conception must flat out reject the semantic equivalent
of the deduction theorem: if Γ, φ ( ψ then Γ ( φ ñ ψ. As Yalcin (2012, fn. 14) observes,
this is a problematic feature of neoclassical consequence—it disconnects conditionals from
consequence in unexpected ways—but it is in fact shared by all monotonic entailment relations, including informational consequence. And of course this is just what we expect
if we ban dynamic effects from the semantic entailment relation but also follow the standard protocol of adopting a Ramsey-inspired semantics for conditionals that evaluates
such constructions by evaluating their consequents in light of the result of updating some
carrier of information with the antecedent. Only a dynamic entailment relation along the
lines I have suggested here preserves the intuitive match between the semantic evaluation
procedure for conditionals and the one for logical arguments. And since this conception
of logical consequence essentially relies on the assumption that semantic values are relations between information states rather than indices of evaluation, we also have a point
here at which a dynamic perspective on semantic theorizing differs non-trivially from a
truth-conditional alternative that pushes dynamic effects into the pragmatics.22
There is, to be clear, some legitimacy to a monotonic perspective on discourse and
reasoning. Specifically, there is every reason to think that logical consequence should be
insensitive to the absence of information if validity amounts to guaranteed preservation
of truth at a point of evaluation, and in fact dynamic logical consequence turns out to be
monotonic in case we restrict attention to the propositional fragments of our target languages. The point here is that validity as guaranteed preservation of truth is just a special
instance of the more general conception of logical consequence as guaranteed preservation
of rational commitment, and this connects with the semantic fact that truth-conditional
21 To choose an equivalent formulation that carries strengthening failures on its sleeves: Γ ( J ñ ψ
yet Γ * pJ ^ φq ñ ψ. One example would be the premises of the miners paradox.
22 For sure, one may rely on CCPs in semantic theorizing and just arrive at a framework that makes
the same predictions about consistency and entailment as its truth-conditional alternative (see von Fintel
and Gillies 2008). Such proposals arguably fail to be interestingly dynamic, but clearly the one I have
developed here is not one of them.
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meaning is just a special instance of meaning understood as context change potential.23
Just like the classical conception of meaning as truth-conditional meaning, monotonicity
has some place in our best theory about discourse and reasoning—the dynamic perspective on meaning and communication, so the moral of the story, makes sense of the scope
as well as the limit of the classical view.
The comprehensiveness of the framework developed here does not reduce to the fact
that it has something nonmonotonic to say about thought and talk pertaining to obligations that may be overridden, violated, or are sensitive to epistemic uncertainty. It
showcases what these cases have in common and where they differ, and in addition assigns the proper place to important ideas from the classical literature. The fact that we
have every reason to take seriously a nonmonotonic perspective on deontic discourse and
reasoning is well-established. I submit that we have just as much reason to take seriously
a dynamic perspective on deontic discourse and reasoning.
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